Abstract
INTRODUCTION

57
The ability to respond appropriately to threatening stimuli is important for survival. The neural 58
circuit that learns about such threats in the environment appears to be highly conserved across 59 species. The amygdala, which receives convergent information about conditioned stimuli (CS; 60 e.g., a tone) and unconditioned stimuli (US; e.g., a footshock), stores CS-US associations, and 61 is thought to be a key element of this circuit. Electrophysiological studies have shown that the 62 magnitude of tone responses in the lateral nucleus of the amygdala (LA) correlates with the 63 acquisition and extinction of conditioned fear (Collins and Pare 2000; Quirk et al. 1995; Repa et 64 al. 2001) , consistent with a critical role of LA in generating fear responses.
ranges reported in Destexhe and Pare 1999; Spruston et al. 1994; Stuart and Spruston 1998) . 108
The leakage reversal potential (E L ) was set to -70 mV. The resulting V rest was -66 mV 109 (Durstewitz et al. 2000) , with input resistance R IN =164 MΩ (Durstewitz et al. 2000) , and time 110 constant τ m =R m C m =36 ms (Spruston et al. 1994) . Both soma and dendritic compartments had 111 the following currents: leak (I L ), spike-generating sodium current (I Na ), delayed rectifier 112 potassium (I DR ), persistent sodium current (I Nap ), slowly inactivating potassium (I D ), inward 113 rectifying potassium (I Kir ), high-voltage activated Ca 2+ (I HVA ), and a calcium activated potassium 114 (I KCa ) (Durstewitz et al. 2000) . In addition, the dendrites had a hyperpolarization-activated cyclic 115 nucleotide-gated current (I HCN ) (Wang et al. 2002) .
116
The PL interneuron model also had two compartments, a soma (dia 15 µm; length 15 µm) and 117 a dendrite (dia 10 µm; length 150 µm). Each compartment contained fast Na + (I Na ) and delayed 118 rectifier K + (I DR ) currents with kinetics (Durstewitz et al. 2000) that reproduced the much shorter 119 spike duration that is characteristic of fast-spiking cells. The passive membrane properties were 120 as follows: R m =20 KΩ-cm ranging from full frequency adaptation to firing repetitively (Faber et al. 2001) . To represent 126 different firing patterns, two major types of BL principal cells were modeled (Sah et al. 2003) : 127 type A with full adaptation and type B with medium adaptation. BL also contains local 128
GABAergic interneurons (Woodruff and Sah 2007) , which were modeled as fast spiking aspiny 129 cells (Li et al. 2009 ). The parameter values for LA/BL cells were taken from our previous 130 modeling study (Li et al. 2009 ). The BL/LA principal cell model had two compartments 131 representing a soma (diameter 15 µm; length 15 µm) and a dominant apical dendrite (diameter 132 5 µm; length 400 µm) (Faber et al. 2001) . The values for the specific membrane resistance, 133 membrane capacity and cytoplasmic resistivity were R m =30 KΩ-cm 2 , C m =1.0 µF/cm 2 , and 134 R a =150 Ω-cm, respectively. The leakage reversal potential (E L ) was -75 mV. The resulting V rest 135 was -69.5 mV, R IN was ~150 MΩ, and τ m = R m C m was 30 ms, all within the ranges previously
136
reported (Faber et al. 2001; Washburn and Moises 1992) . Both soma and dendritic 137 compartments had the following currents: leak (I L ), spike-generating sodium (I Na ), delayed 138 rectifier potassium (I DR ), persistent muscarinic (I M ), and high-voltage activated Ca 2+ (I Ca ). In 139 addition, the dendrite had the following currents: calcium-activated potassium (I KCa ), slow 140 apamin-insensitive, voltage-independent afterhyperpolarization channel (I sAHP ), slowly 141 inactivating voltage gated K + (I D ) and a hyperpolarization-activated channel (I H ) (Li et al. 2009 ). 142
The interneuron model was the same as in PL. 143 144
Ce cell models. In our simplified Ce model, we used a late firing principal cell model for CeM 145 cells (De Armentia and Sah, 2004; Dumont et al. 2002) , with each having two compartments 146 representing a soma (diameter of 15 µm; length of 15 µm) and a dominant apical dendrite 147 (diameter of 5 µm; length of 300 µm) (details as in Li et al. 2011) , with the following passive 148 properties: R m =30 KΩ-cm 2 , C m =1.0 µF/cm 2 , R a =150 Ω-cm, E L =-60 mV for LF cell. Both soma
149
and dendritic compartments had the following currents: leak (I L ), spike-generating sodium (I Na ), 150 delayed rectifier potassium (I DR ), persistent muscarinic (I M ) and high-voltage activated Ca 2+ (I Ca ).
151
In addition to these, the dendrite had the following currents: calcium-activated potassium (I KCa ), 152 slow apamin-insensitive voltage-independent after-hyperpolarization channel (I sAHP 
234
reported that NE decreases fEPSP (field excitatory post synaptic potential) amplitudes in the 235 amygdala, whereas administration of selective NE-β agonists increased fEPSP amplitudes.
236
From this, they concluded that NE-α receptors may increase the activity of inhibitory synapses, 237 and this was also observed by Braga et al. (2004) . We modeled this effect by increasing 238 g GABAA,max by 10*NM L % in interneuron to principal cells connections.
239
Since we use simplified modules for LA and Ce networks (as described in the next section), and Durvaci 2012). Since the focus of the present study was to show how potentiated transient 287 LA activity might be converted to sustained activity in PL, we specifically chose LA principal cell 288 responses (from the 80 cells) that had tone responses whose z-scores (computed based on 10 289 bins prior to tone onset) dropped to less than 0.8 after 200 ms of the 30-sec tone onset (shown 290 in results, Fig. 3A ). This yielded a set of 24 principal cells that exhibited the cited transient 291 conditioned responses. These cells were then projected to BL using a connectivity of 10% 292 (Pitkanen et al. 1995) , i.e., each LA cell projected to 10% of the BL cells (Table 2) . We thus had 293 a true transient input from LA, an assumption of the present study. 294 295
Ce module (Output). Similar to LA being the 'input' module for the model, Ce is the 'output' 296 module, and essentially integrates tone responses of BL cells. That is, the role of Ce in our 297 model was that of a simple integrator of activity in BL during the tone. In addition, the Ce module 298 also received tone inputs, and if this activity exceeds a threshold, it resulted in neuromodulator 299 release. We used a simplified module for the Ce region, with CeL and CeM sub-divisions. CeM 300 receives direct projections from BL and indirect ones (via CeL) from LA (Pare and Duvarci 301 2012), and triggers neuromodulator release (via VTA and LC) . This is consistent with reported 302
Ce projections to LC (Bouret et al. 2003) neuromodulator receptors on interneurons, we iteratively determined and populated only 332 principal cells with these receptors (Table 3) . 333 334
Training protocol 335
The model training protocol of tone and shock inputs followed the unit recording study in 336
Burgos-Robles et al. (2009) , which included habituation, conditioning, and extinction phases.
337
Each model tone lasted 30 sec and each shock lasted 500 ms, and the inter-tone interval was 338 60 sec. During the habituation phase, 5 tones were presented to the network to determine 339 baseline tone responses. During the conditioning phase, 5 tones were paired with shocks 340 delivered during the last 500 ms of each tone. During the extinction phase, 20 tones were 341 delivered without any shock. We found that the weights did not change significantly during the 342 gap between conditioning and extinction, and so modeled a gap of 180 sec, during which 343 random background activity was present. 344
Simulations were performed on a Linux cluster, using pNEURON (Carnevale and Hines 2006), 345
with the Crank-Nicholson integration method and an integration interval of 10 μs. To assess the 346 robustness of the results, each model experiment was run with three different randomizations of 347 intra-and inter-region network connectivity. This was done to avoid any preferential bias to 348 particular input or network connectivity. All model results reported are averages over these three 349 runs. The complete protocol was 48 mins long and required 7 hrs to run on a 40-node Linux 350
cluster. Analysis of simulation output was performed using MATLAB.
351
To detect tone-elicited changes in PL activity, we divided the 30-sec tone into ten 3-sec bins.
352
A z-score for each of these bins was calculated relative to ten pre-tone bins of equal durations. the same layer, with a 'fan-out' X (# of target synapses) determined by an iterative process to 404 achieve sustained activity in the BL-PL-Ce network ( Table 2 ). The connectivity between PL 405 (layer 2) and BL cells, and between LA and BL cells, was stronger (two-fold) compared to all 406 other connections. Also, the plasticity thresholds for these connections were 20% lower 407 compared to the other connections (see appendix, table A2).
408
(ii) Fan-out in the network. A network that showed sustained activity in PL cells required the 409 following structure and connectivity (Fig. 1) Figure 3A shows the tone responses of a sample cell during habituation 464 and early extinction phases. The sustained activity is clearly seen during tone in the early 465 extinction trial and lasts 3-6 sec after tone offset. Figure 3B shows (Fig. 4A) . We then selectively inactivated projections from BL to PL, without 492 altering PL to BL projections. This caused a minor change in average z-scores for PL cells (< 493 8% reduction) and in the number of tone responsive PL cells (< 3% reduction). 494 Figure 4B shows that LA inactivation completely eliminated tone responses in BL. Also, PL 495 inactivation resulted in a 73% decrease in BL tone responses (average z-scores; Fig. 4B , right 496 panel), and a 78% decrease in the tone responsive BL cells (#TR cells = 9 of 75) that showed 497 sustained activity. These results are consistent with the >50% reduction in freezing observed 498 experimentally after post conditioning inactivation of PL (Sierra-Mercado et al. 2011). Similarly 499 for PL, inactivating BL to PL projections caused a minor change in average z-scores for BL cells 500 (see Fig. A3 ).
501
Blocking neuromodulator release (Fig. 4 , left panels) in the model caused a pronounced 502 decrease in average sustained tone responses in both PL (83%) and BL (85%). The percentage 503 of cells with sustained tone responses also decreased, by 93% in PL (#TR cells = 9 of 127), and 504 by 90% in BL (#TR cells = 8 of 75). These results are in agreement with behavioral reports that 505
show a 65% decrease in freezing after systemic administration of NE antagonist propranolol 506 (Rodriguez-Romaguera et al. 2009 ).
507
As expected, LA inactivation eliminated short-latency tone responses in BL and PL (Fig. 4) . 508
Similarly, BL inactivation also eliminated short-latency PL tone responses. With blockade of 509 neuromodulator release (equivalent to lesioning Ce), short-latency tone responses were still 510 observed in BL and PL, however, no cells could sustain tone responses beyond two bins (> 3s). 511
Then, we selectively turned off connectivity from BL to PL, and this resulted in a 7% decrease in 512 tone responses of PL and BL cells (see Fig. A3 ). In addition to gross manipulations of model connectivity, we were also interested in how 548 manipulations of fine network connectivity might affect sustained firing. These included the % 549 source cells that project to BL from PL and vice versa, as well as the distribution of 550 neurotransmitter receptors in each region. For our optimized model (control case), these 551 parameters were as follows: In the BL1 cluster, a random 40% of BL1 cells received inputs from 552 LA, and a random 48% BL1 cells expressed at least one type of neuromodulator receptors. In 553 the BL2 cluster, 40% of BL2 cells received inputs from LA, and 50% of BL2 cells expressed 554 neuromodulator receptors. About 60% of the PL layer 2 cells projecting to BL2 expressed 555 neuromodulator receptors and 50% of BL1 cells projecting to PL layers 2 and 5 expressed 556 neuromodulator receptors. Finally, a random 30% of BL2 cells projected to Ce. 557
The parameters cited above determine the structure of the pertinent microcircuits between PL 558 and BL regions. We varied these parameters to determine their relative contributions to tone 559 responses. Compared to the optimized model (Table 2 ), a 10% increase or decrease in the 560 number of source cells in the BL1 to PL projection resulted in no significant changes in 561 sustained tone responses or in spontaneous activity of BL and PL cells (Table 4a ). However, 562 increasing the number of source cells in the PL to BL2 projection by +10% increased the tone 563 responsiveness of BL and PL cells, while decreasing this number by -10% decreased their tone 564 responsiveness (Table 4a ). This shows that PL to BL connections can have a much larger 565 impact on sustained activity in PL-BL network than the BL to PL connections (see Fig. A3 ).
566
Significant changes in PL-BL tone responses were also observed when connections were 567 further classified based on projecting cells expressing neuromodulator receptors. For example, 568 increasing (from 25% to 100%) the percentage of source BL cells expressing neuromodulator 569 receptors projecting to target PL cells had no significant effect on PL tone responses (Table  570 4b). However, increasing (by the same amount) the percentage of source PL cells expressing 571 neuromodulator receptors projecting to target BL cells increased the average z-scores for BL 572 cells from 2.9 to 3.9, and for PL cells from 3.3 to 4.4 (Table 4b ). Thus, PL has a larger influence 573 on BL than the other way round, perhaps stemming from the higher spontaneous firing rate of 574 PL (5.1 Hz) compared to BL (2.9 Hz) model cells. This implies that microcircuits with specific 575 connectivity and neuromodulator receptor distributions are required for sustained activity. 576 577
Generation of sustained conditioned tone responses in PL involves multiple structures 578
In summary, based on inactivation and perturbation studies, transient LA tone responses 579 relayed to Ce via BL are insufficient to generate sustained activity in the PL-BL network. 580
However, with neuromodulator release, tone inputs to Ce, and recurrent PL-BL connections, the 581 same LA inputs resulted in sustained PL tone responses (Fig. 6) as follows: Increased LA 582 activity during late conditioning and early extinction (trials 3-5 of conditioning and 1-3 of 583 extinction; > 3-5 spikes per 200 ms from LA) triggers neuromodulator release into PL increasing 584 tone responses in PL. This activity in PL was then relayed to Ce via BL, thereby sustaining 585 neuromodulator release into the PL-BL network. Also, tone inputs to Ce, in addition to PL-586 induced BL activity, were required to increase Ce activity above threshold. After tone offset, the 587 diminished drive from Ce could not sustain neuromodulator release, causing PL tone responses 588 to gradually decrease in 5-6 sec. For the same reason, shock-induced neuromodulator release 589
could not be sustained in the absence of tone inputs to Ce. 590 591 Limitations. Our model has a number of limitations: 1) The model was scaled 1/200 in cell 592 numbers to permit reasonable simulation times. Future studies could test whether the qualitative 593 conclusions and predictions hold for larger models.
2) The release of neuromodulators in the 594 model was assumed to be a function of Ce activity (freezing), with the amount of release being 595 proportional to Ce activity. More experiments are required to validate the assumed correlation 596 between Ce activity and neuromodulator release in PL, as well as in quantifying the effects of 597 neuromodulators, including interactions, particularly at physiological levels in vivo.
3) The role of 598 inputs from other regions in sustaining PL tone responses, such as the hippocampus, is not 599 known and was not modeled. 600 601
DISCUSSION
602
Auditory fear conditioning results in sustained conditioned tone responses in PL that are 603 correlated with freezing on a second to second basis (Burgos-Robles et al. 2009 Geisler et al. 2007; Guarraci and Kapp 1999) , increasing the excitability of PL and BL cells.
628
Recurrent connectivity between PL and BL further increases tone-related activity in both 629 structures thereby increasing the duration of freezing by sustained activity in both regions. Thus, 630
PL plays a key role in increasing the 'intensity' of the emotional state.
631
We performed parametric studies varying synaptic weights, thresholds of synaptic plasticity, 632 percentage connectivity, and distributions of neuromodulator receptors in BL and PL cells.
633
These experiments revealed that the most critical factor for sustaining PL tone responses was 634 activity in BL leading to neuromodulator release. In contrast, the most important mechanism for 635 sustaining BL tone responses was network connectivity from PL (layer 2) to the BL cell cluster 636 (BL2) that projects to Ce. 
